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4 and 5 Leg Combi Injector

Concept

Mastek’s Drag-Hose Combi Injector originated from our successful grassland 
subsoiler.The purpose of the grassland subsoiler was to eliminate compaction on 
grassland and on stubble ploughed fields. It was very quickly realised that this 
machine would be successful for deep injecting of liquid fertiliser while eliminating 
compaction at the same time so the concept of the Combi Injector was created.

This machine is capable of injecting up to depth of 550mm and each leg is at 
600mm centres. This gives very successful results if used prior to planting maize 
and other deep root plants. Using our Mastek Super-Cut Macerator technology this 
machine injects the liquid manure evenly through a hard wearing feed steel tube 
down the back of each leg while it subsoils at the same time.

Our top telescopic swing arm ensures that no damage occurs to the drag hose 
when turning. This swing arm is designed close to the back of the tractor which 
prevents pulling the tractor sideways when turning, which will minimise field 
damage. Each leg has an independent hydraulic break back for operating in stoney 
conditions. It also has an hydraulic depth control which is controlled by its retract-
able roller. Each leg also has a swivel spring loaded disc on front of it which is 
essential in preventing surface damage, it is also essential for cutting debris in 
stubble fields.

 

USING MASTEK COMBI INJECTOR
TECHNOLOGY UTILISES UP TO 95%
OF THE NITROGEN FROM DIGESTATE
& LIQUID MANURE.

Technical Data

  4 and 5 leg combi injector

  Heavy duty galvanised frame as standard 

  Heavy duty headstock and main frame

  Hydraulic retractable roller

  Hydraulic depth control

  Spring loaded front disc

  Adjustable hydraulic break back on each leg

  Replaceable front shins

  Replaceable points

  Replaceable feed tube

  All moving parts are greaseable

  All liquid manure parts are 100% galvanised

Optional Extras 

  Flow Meter

  Sponge Ball Catcher

  Shark Fin Packer 


